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OEE Dashboards - Providing real-time operational intelligence

BY CLEARLY AND CONTINUOUSLY INDICATING PERFORMANCE against key
metrics dashboards enable manufacturing managers to take greater control of the daily management of plant assets. Idhammar’s OEE Dashboard
software delivers real-time intelligence on the overall equipment effectiveness of a plant, allowing decision makers to proactively track, monitor and respond to operational issues.

Continuous monitoring of plant assets
The continuous monitoring of plant assets and reporting of OEE scores provides
the basis for improvement and operational efficiency.
Real-time updates
Dynamic operational data accessed by the Dashboard module is automatically
refreshed at user-defined intervals to provide real-time information.
Multi-level Alerts
As the Dashboard automatically refreshes content it checks to see if any alert
condition has been met. If an exception arises, an alert is triggered which can
be communicated privately, publicly or to a user defined group of people via
email. Each alert can be scheduled to notify different levels of management as
appropriate to the severity of the incident.

IDHAMMAR SYSTEMS – keeping industry moving and improving

Plasma screen output option
The option to display the Dashboard on a plasma screen provides greater
visibility across the wider organisation. This has a proven beneficial effect on
team-work and support cross-functional communication.

Flexible reporting customised by operational user
User specific content
The Idhammar OEE Dashboards can be easily configured to show the data that
is important to your company and your employees. The Dashboards can be
customised and personalised to show the performance against metric (KPI), for a
specific role and job-holder.
Drill down capability
Users are able to create and modify metrics, drill-down to a desired level of detail,
and set alert thresholds or assign tasks to themselves without requiring IT support
to do so.

Benefits to the bottom-line
Idhammar’s OEE Dashboards provide a platform for organisations to:
l

Increase efficiency by quickly identifying and responding to exceptions

l

Empower staff, ensuring job-holders are clear on their performance
against metric

l

Support continuous improvement

To find out more about the OEE Dashboard software and other products, including the Idhammar OEE System,
Call: +44 (0)117 9209400
Email: info@idhammarsystems.com or
Visit: www.idhammarsystems.com
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